Wageningen’s PhD Council thinks there
should be more opportunity for informal
contact between PhD candidates and their
supervisors. That contact often suffers from
all the working from home, says Council
chair Anne-Juul Welsink.
She bases this conclusion on a survey
among 241 PhD candidates. Most are on
campus four to five days a week. Their
supervisors are in the office one day a week
less on average. That makes contact more
difficult. There is a lot of variation, however.
Ten per cent of supervisors are on campus
one day a week or less.
PhD students usually have formal meetings
with their co-supervisors once a week or
fortnight. Four in ten PhD candidates talk
with their co-supervisor once
‘Many students
a month or not
think this is
at all. Appointnormal’
ments with their
supervisor are equally infrequent. Informal
contacts follow the same pattern. There is
almost no opportunity for informal interaction in online meetings.

Post-Covid
A quarter of PhD candidates find the lack of
informal contact a problem. Welsink actually thinks that figure is an underestimate.
‘Many students think this is normal — they
don’t know any better. So they don’t find it
a problem that they rarely see their supervisors. After all, most of the current batch
of PhD students started after Covid came
along.’
Welsink thinks supervisors are insufficiently aware of the social function of informal
interaction. ‘PhD candidates need to feel
noticed by their supervisors.’ And more
clearly needs to be done in that respect, for
example by scheduling informal meet-ups
and coffee sessions. rk
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Resource

SCIENCE

Sigma B army
does more than
combat stress
The protein Sigma B plays a key role in helping bacteria
cope with stress. The protein sends out an army of proteins
to combat stress. It does this by triggering the genes for
making those proteins. But Sigma B does far more, as PhD
candidate Claire Yeak discovered.
She investigated what Sigma B does
in bacteria belonging to the Bacillus
family by identifying sites in the
genome of Bacillus subtilis that bind
Sigma B. That binding switches on
genes that drive the creation of the
desired proteins.
Functions
The landunrelated to
ing spot for
stress include
Sigma B
control over
consists of
the swimming
a piece of
behaviour of
genetic code
Bacillus
(the promotor)
with around
40 base pairs. Yeak searched the
Bacillus genome for this sequence.
‘If you find that, it’ll probably be able
to bind Sigma B, pointing to a possible role for the protein.’ Yeak found
around 156 new binding spots for
Sigma B.
That increases the total known set
of genes controlled by Sigma B to

more than 500. The newly discovered
functions unrelated to stress include
control over the use of nutrients and
the swimming behaviour of Bacillus.

Toxic

Bacillus subtilis and its relative
Bacillus licheniformis are used a lot
in biotechnology to make enzymes.
But they also make surfactin and
lichenysin, substances capable of
destroying the membranes of plant
and animal cells. Yeak discovered
that Sigma B is indirectly involved
in that production and that the substances are also toxic to humans.
That raises the question of whether
their presence in foodstuffs such as
milk is safe.
‘These days, consumers prefer lightly processed foods,’ says Yeak. ‘It’s
harder to kill bacteria in those milder
conditions. In fact, my research into
lichenysin shows that those conditions trigger their stress system as a
protection mechanism.’ rk

